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Abstract

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is a prevalent form of
cancer that develops from the epithelium of the oral cavity.
OSCC is on the rise worldwide, and death rates associated with
the disease are particularly high. Despite progress in under-
standing the mutational and expression landscape associated
with OSCC, advances in deciphering these alterations for the
development of therapeutic strategies have been limited. Fur-
ther insight into the molecular cues that contribute to OSCC is
therefore required. Here, we show that the transcriptional
regulators YAP (YAP1) and TAZ (WWTR1), which are key
effectors of the Hippo pathway, drive protumorigenic signals
in OSCC. Regions of premalignant oral tissues exhibit aberrant
nuclear YAP accumulation, suggesting that dysregulated YAP
activity contributes to the onset of OSCC. Supporting this
premise, we determined that nuclear YAP and TAZ activity

drives OSCC cell proliferation, survival, and migration in vitro,
and is required for OSCC tumor growth and metastasis in vivo.
Global gene expression profiles associated with YAP and TAZ
knockdown revealed changes in the control of gene expression
implicated in protumorigenic signaling, including those
required for cell cycle progression and survival. Notably, the
transcriptional signature regulated by YAP and TAZ significant-
ly correlates with gene expression changes occurring in human
OSCCs identified by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA),
emphasizing a central role for YAP and TAZ in OSCC biology.

Implications: This study defines a YAP/TAZ-regulated tran-
scriptional program in OSCC and reveals novel roles for nucle-
ar YAP/TAZ activity in the onset and progression of this cancer.
Mol Cancer Res; 13(6); 957–68. �2015 AACR.

Introduction
Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) originates from the

epithelium of the oral cavity and represents the majority of head
and neck cancers. Very poor survival rates are associated with
those afflicted by OSCC (only �50% survival over 5 years), and
unfortunately little progress has been made with treatment strat-
egies over the past few decades (1). Therefore, understanding
dysregulated molecular cues associated with OSCC onset and
progression is an important step in the development of effective
therapeutics.

Recent studies have shown that aberrant activation of
the transcriptional regulators YAP and TAZ (YAP/TAZ) contri-
butes to the onset and progression of a range of cancers (2).

YAP/TAZ transcriptional activity is dependent on their recruit-
ment to the nucleus, which promotes binding to a range of
transcription factors, most notably the TEAD family (3, 4).
YAP/TAZ-directed transcription promotes cell proliferation,
prosurvival, and cell migration signals, all of which contribute
to the protumorigenic roles of YAP/TAZ (5–7). Multiple sig-
naling events restrict YAP/TAZ from the nucleus, the best
characterized of which are signals mediated by the Hippo
pathway (8). In particular, Hippo pathway activation promotes
the phosphorylation of YAP and TAZ on conserved serine
residues that lead to sequestration and destabilization of
YAP/TAZ in the cytoplasm (7, 9, 10). Mechanical cues and
signals that affect cytoskeletal dynamics, such as those trans-
duced by G-protein–coupled receptors, also control YAP/TAZ
localization, both by regulating Hippo pathway activity and
via Hippo pathway–independent cues (11). While the signals
regulating YAP/TAZ localization are not completely under-
stood, recent studies indicate that precise control of these
signals are required to maintain tissue homeostasis (12).

DysregulatedYAP/TAZ activity has been implicated inhead and
neck cancers. For example, YAP expression has been shown to
correlate with poor patient survival in head and neck cancers
(13, 14), and increased YAP levels and nuclear localization are
associated with high-grade OSCC (14, 15). TAZ overexpression
has also been shown to be significantly associated with head and
neck tumor size, histopathologic grade, and reduced patient
survival (14). Furthermore, elevated nuclear YAP/TAZ levels are
known to promote resistance to several cancer treatments, includ-
ing those commonly used forOSCC therapy, such as cisplatin and
cetuximab (16–18). While evidence supports a role for YAP/TAZ
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in OSCCs, little is known about the downstream events regulated
by YAP/TAZ, and at what step in cancerogenesis these factors may
be involved.

Given thepotential importance of TAZ and/or YAP signaling, we
sought togainabetterunderstandingof their roles inOSCC.To this
end, we integrated the use of patient tissue samples, functional
assays in vitro and in vivo, genome-wide expression profiling, and
analyses of publically available expression data from studies per-
formed by "The Cancer Genome Atlas" (TCGA) groups. Our
observations have revealed that YAP localization is dysregulated
in benign and early premalignant oral tissues, and that elevated
YAP protein levels are evident in a subset of OSCCs. Furthermore,
we show that nuclear YAP and TAZ activity drive protumorigenic
signals in OSCC cells in vitro, and that YAP and TAZ are necessary
for OSCC development and metastasis in vivo. A global analysis of
YAP/TAZ-regulated gene expression exposed a transcriptional pro-
gramassociatedwith expression changes found inOSCConset and
progression.Ourdata thereforehighlightnovelYAP/TAZ-regulated
events in OSCC, and offer an important gene expression signature
that may serve as a resource for OSCC detection and personalized
therapeutic development strategies.

Materials and Methods
Human oral tissue specimens

Tissue specimens were obtained from patients at Boston Uni-
versity Medical Center, and were acquired from scalpel-generated
incisional biopsies of oral epithelium [benign epithelial hyper-
plasia (n¼ 7), mild (n¼ 3), and severe (n¼ 3) dysplasia], as well
as from surgical resections of moderately differentiated (n ¼ 6)
and poorly differentiated (n ¼ 4) OSCCs of the lateral tongue
border and of the floor of the mouth. For each condition,
cytologically normal adjacent epithelia were also obtained and
analyzed. Benign epithelial hyperplasia, dysplasia, and OSCC
regions, as well as adjacent epithelia, were defined by an onsite
histopathologic examination and tissues were snap frozen at
�80�C. A portion of the tissues were sectioned and used for
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and immunofluorescence
imaging. Sections (3 mm) of tissues were placed on OptiPlus
Positive-Charged Barrier Slides (BioGenex), deparaffinized, trea-
ted with Retrievit-6 Target Retrieval Solution (BioGenex), and
then processed. OSCC tissues were lysed for biochemical analysis
(see below). The institutional review board at the Boston Uni-
versity Medical Campus approved the use of human oral tissue
specimens for our studies.

Cell culture, plasmids, and transfections
Tested and authenticated CAL27, SCC9, SCC15, and SCC25

cells were purchased from ATCC. UM-SCC2 cells (herein
referred to as SCC2 cells) were a kind gift from Roberto Weigert
(NIH, Bethesda, MD), and were described previously (19).
CAL27 and SCC2 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented
with 10% FBS. SCC9, SCC15, and SCC25 cells were cultured in
DMEM/F12 media (1:1) supplemented with 400 ng/mL hydro-
cortisone (Sigma) and 10% FBS. CAL27 doxycycline-inducible
stable cell lines were generated using the lentiviral Tet-On
system (Clontech). 3� FLAG-tagged mutants of YAP (5SA:
S61A, S109A, S127A, S164A, S97A or 5SA/S94A) were gener-
ated by site-directed mutagenesis and cloned into the pLVX-
Tight-Puro plasmid (#632162, Clontech). CAL27 stable cells
were selected with 1 mg/mL G-418 sulfate (Gold Biotechnol-

ogy) and 1 mg/mL puromycin (Invivogen). RNA interference
was performed by transfecting siRNA using Dharmafect 1
(Thermo Scientific) according to manufacturer's protocol. Len-
tiviral transduction of CMV-promoter driven dsRED was used
to generate SCC2-dsRED cells. SCC2-dsRED cells were subse-
quently infected with lentivirus transducing the expression of
control shRNA (shCTL), shRNA targeting YAP [shYAP-2,
pLKO1-shYAP-2 was a gift from Kunliang Guan (University
of California, San Diego), Addgene plasmid # 27369; ref. 4)]
and/or TAZ (shTAZ; 20) from either the pLKO1-puro [gift
from Bob Weinberg (Whitehead Institute for Biomedical
Research); ref. 21)] or pLKO1-neo plasmids [gift from Sheila
Stewart (Washington University School of Medicine)]. The
following SCC2-dsRED stable cells were generated and selec-
ted with 2 mg/mL G-418 sulfate and 1 mg/mL Puromycin:
Neo-shCTLþPuro-shCTL (shCTL), Neo-shYAPþPuro-shCTL
(shYAP), Neo-shYAPþPuro-shTAZ (shY/T). Sequences for
the shRNA and siRNA used are outlined in Supplementary
Table S1.

Immunoblotting and immunofluorescence microscopy
Oral cancer cells were lysed in 50 mmol/L Tris-Cl (pH 7.5),

150 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100, and
protease inhibitors, and endogenous protein levels were exam-
ined by SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting. Tissue lysates
were prepared from adjacent epithelia and OSCC using Triton/
b-octylglucoside buffer, as previously described (22). Protein
concentrations were determined using BCA assay (Pierce) and
equal protein fractions were analyzed by immunoblotting.
Quantitation of immunoblot data was performed using Image
Lab software (Bio-Rad). Antibodies used for immunoblotting
are outlined in Supplementary Table S2.

For the analysis of oral cancer cell lines by immunofluorescence
microscopy, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, permea-
bilized with 0.1% Triton X-100-PBS, blocked in 2%BSA-PBS, and
probed with primary and secondary antibodies outlined in Sup-
plementary Table S2. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst. Images
were captured using a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope and
processed using Volocity software (PerkinElmer). For the analysis
of human tissue samples, sections were blocked with 10% goat
serum and incubated with rabbit-anti-YAP antibody (Abcam; see
Supplementary Table S2) followed by a secondary antibody
conjugated to Alexa Fluor 555. Sections were counterstained for
nuclei with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride
(DAPI). Tissues analyzed in the absence of primary antibodies
were used as negative controls. The slides were mounted in
Vectashield and optical sections (0.5 mm) were analyzed by
confocal microscopy using an LSM510 Zeiss Axiovert 200M
confocal microscope.

Cell proliferation analysis
SCC2 cells were transfected with scrambled control siRNA or

siRNA targeting TAZ, YAP, or both YAP/TAZ for 24 hours. Cells
were plated (5 � 104 cells; day 0) and counted each day for 6
consecutive days (day 1–6), with media changed every 2 days.
CAL27 doxycycline-inducible cells were pretreated with doxycy-
cline (100 ng/mL, Clontech) for 24 hours. Cells were plated
(5 � 104 cells; day 0) in the presence of doxycycline. Cells were
counted every 2 days for 2 weeks (day 2–14) and media were
changed every 2 days.
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Caspase-3/7 activity assays
SCC2 cells were transfected with scrambled control siRNA, or

siRNA targeting TAZ, YAP, or both YAP/TAZ, and cultured for
48 hours. CAL27 doxycycline-inducible cells were treated with
doxycycline (100 ng/mL) for 24 hours to induce the expression
of YAP-5SA, or 5SA/S94A. Cleaved caspase-3 and 7 activity was
measured using the Caspase-Glo 3/7 kit (Promega) according
to manufacturer's protocol. Statistical analysis was conducted
with Prism software (GraphPad) using a two-tailed unpaired
Student t test.

Wound-healing scratch assays
SCC2 cells were transfected with scrambled control siRNA,

or siRNA targeting TAZ, YAP, or both YAP/TAZ, and cultured
for 48 hours. CAL27 doxycycline-inducible cells were pre-
treated with doxycycline (100 ng/mL) for 24 hours to induce
the expression of YAP-5SA or 5SA/S94A. Monolayers were
wounded and photographed at 0 hours and after an additional
12 or 24 hours. Images were captured and analyzed using
ImageJ software. Statistical analysis was conducted with Prism
software (GraphPad) using a two-tailed unpaired Student t
test.

Tongue orthotopic mouse injections and IVIS imaging
All experiments were approved by the Boston University Med-

ical Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Two-
month-old female nude mice (NCr nu/nu; Taconic Farms) were
injected in the tongue with 3� 105 SCC2-dsRed shCTL, shYAP, or
shY/T cells (n ¼ 9 mice per group) in respective groups after
anesthetizing with 4% isoflurane. Primary tumors were directly
measured with calipers on day 10, 15, 18, and 22 to obtain tumor
volume. IVIS imaging was performed on day 22 using the Caliper
IVIS Spectrum Imaging System (Xenogen) to visualize fluores-
cence (570 nm excitation, 620 nm emission, exposed for 1.0
second). Regions of interest (ROI) were quantitated for each
mouse using Living Image software and background radiant
effiency in vehicle mice was subtracted. Statistical analysis was
conducted with Prism software (GraphPad) using a two-tailed
unpaired Student t test.

Microarrays
SCC2 cells were transfected with control siRNA, or siRNAs

targeting TAZ, YAP, or YAP/TAZ. After 48 hours, total RNA from
three independent experiments carried out on separate days
was isolated and purified by RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), and the
samples were then profiled on Affymetrix Human Gene 2.0
Chips at the Boston University Microarray Core. The microarray
data are available at Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO); acces-
sion GSE66949. The expression profiles were processed and
normalized using the Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) pro-
cedure (23) based on a custom Brainarray CDF (24). For each
of the siRNA experiments, signatures of genes differentially
expressed between treatment and corresponding siRNA con-
trol with an FDR q value �0.05 and a fold change �2 were
identified as either activated (upregulated in control) or
repressed (upregulated in treatment). The overlap between the
differentially expressed gene signatures was evaluated by Fisher
test. Hierarchical gene and sample clustering was performed on
the top 3,000 genes with highest median absolute deviation
(MAD; a robust version of the variance) across 12 samples,

using "ward" as the agglomeration rule, and 1 minus Pearson
correlation and Euclidean as the distance measures for genes
and samples, respectively.

Quantitative real-time PCR
SCC2 cells were transfected with control siRNA, or siRNA

targeting TAZ, YAP, or both YAP/TAZ, and cultured for 48 hours.
CAL27 doxycycline-inducible cells were pretreated with doxycy-
cline (100ng/mL) for 24hours to induce the expression of control
vector, YAP-5SA, or 5SA/S94A. Total RNA was collected and
purified using RNeasy Mini Prep Kit (Qiagen). cDNA synthesis
was performed using 1 mg RNA and iScript cDNA synthesis kit
(Bio-Rad) according to manufacturer's protocol. Quantitative
real-time PCR (qPCR) was performed using Fast SYBR green
enzyme (Applied Biosystems) and measured on ViiA 7 real-time
PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Transcript levels were analyzed
using the DDCt method and normalized to GAPDH. Statistical
analysis was conducted with Prism software (GraphPad) using a
two-tailed unpaired Student t test. Primer sequences are indicated
in Supplementary Table S3.

Expression analysis of The Cancer Genome Atlas OSCC data
Normalized level 3 gene expression (RNASeqV2) and associ-

ated clinical data were obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA) corresponding to the Head and Neck Squamous Cell
Carcinoma (HNSC) dataset (n ¼ 340; https://tcga-data.nci.nih.
gov/tcga/). Samples were filtered so as to retain only those
belonging to one of six oral cancer anatomic subtypes (alveolar
ridge, base of tongue, buccal mucosa, floor of mouth, oral cavity,
oral tongue), and only Caucasian patients were analyzed (filtered
Oral Cancer dataset size: n ¼ 193). Box plots of the expression
values were generated with respect to tumor grade/stage for YAP
and TAZ (log2-transformed).

Hierarchical clustering of expression signatures and projection
on tumor progression

Caucasian samples from six oral sites (alveolar ridge, base
of tongue, buccal mucosa, floor of mouth, oral cavity, and
tongue) were used for the hierarchical clustering analysis (n ¼
193), and two clear clusters of YAP/TAZ-activated genes were
identified. Each cluster was annotated by pathway enrichment
based on a hyper-geometric test against the set of curated
pathways (c2.cp) in the MSigDB compendium (25). To test
whether gene signatures defined by microarray experiments
were up- or downregulated with respect to tumor status or
tumor grade/stage, GSEA analysis was performed to test
whether the activated/repressed gene signatures were enriched
in tumor versus normal or higher grade versus lower grade
tumors (26).

Hyperenrichment analysis
To evaluate whether specific pathways or transcription fac-

tors might play a role in the response to targeted inhibition, we
carried out enrichment analysis of the differential signatures
based on a hyper-geometric test. To this end, each of the up-
and downregulated signatures (with FDR � 0.05 and fold
change � 2) was tested against the MSigDB c2.cp (canonical
pathways), c3.all (TF/miR targets), and c6.all (oncogenic path-
ways) compendiums.
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Results
Nuclear YAP accumulation marks premalignant dysplastic
regions of the oral epithelium

The increased activity of the transcriptional regulator YAP has
been implicated in the progression of OSCC (14, 15, 27, 28). In
particular, increased YAP levels have been associated with OSCC
and other head and neck cancers, with subsets of these cancers
exhibiting elevated nuclear YAP accumulation (15, 27). Dysregu-
lated nuclear YAP is known to drive overgrowth of several tissues
(2), and thus YAP-driven cues may contribute to early events in
OSCC development. Because examination of benign and prema-
lignant oral epithelial tissues has been limited, we set out to
characterize a potential relationship between YAP and the patho-
logy linked to OSCC predisposition. Specifically, we examined a
range of tissues characterized as benign epithelial hyperplasia,
mild and severe dysplasia, as well as morphologically adjacent
epithelium from the oral cavity of human patients. Using immu-

nofluorescence microscopy, we observed very low levels of
YAP in most cells found in the tissues of adjacent epithelium,
except for YAP residing in the basal cell population, which
exhibited relatively high levels in both the nuclear and cyto-
plasmic compartments (Fig. 1). We observed the emergence of
cells marked with prominent nuclear YAP beyond the basal cell
population in regions of dysplastic tissues, with highly enriched
nuclear YAP in areas with severe dysplasia pathology (Fig. 1, and
Supplementary Fig. S1). Interestingly, nuclear YAP was evident
even in regions of benign epithelial hyperplasia (Fig. 1, and Sup-
plementary Fig. S1). Our observations therefore suggest that
predisposition to OSCC may be related to the dysregulation of
YAP localization.

Prior studies have suggested that amplification of the chro-
mosomal region encoding YAP contributes to its aberrant
expression in human head and neck squamous cell carcino-
ma cells (27, 29). We therefore examined whether increased
YAP expression may be linked to OSCC onset, and further

Figure 1.
Nuclear YAP accumulates in oral
tissues with hyperplasia and dysplasia
pathology. Tissues from patients
exhibiting hyperplasia, mild dysplasia
and severe dysplasia, as well as
cytologically normal adjacent
epithelium, were examined by
H&E staining (top) and by
immunofluorescence to detect YAP
localization (the number of tissues
examined is indicated). DAPI was used
to stain nuclei. A zoomed in image
from each sample is shown in the
bottom panels, highlighting the YAP
localization changes observed. Scale
bars, 20 mm.
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characterized the prevalence of this potential dysregulation. For
this, we made use of data from a large number of patient
samples publically available from TCGA to examine potential
YAP gene expression, amplification, and/or mutations. We also
included TAZ in our analysis of the TCGA data. We found no
evidence of amplification, deletion, or mutation of the genomic
region encompassing YAP or TAZ in cancers originating from
the oral cavity (using the Genomic Identification of Significant
Targets in Cancer tool; data not shown). Furthermore, we found
that YAP (Fig. 2A) and TAZ (Fig. 2B) expression was not
significantly altered with tumor grade or stage.

Given that expression/mutation analysis may not reflect
what is occuring with YAP protein levels, we obtained and
examined protein from ten fresh OSCC tumors and their re-
spective adjacent epithelia. Four of the tumors exhibited poorly
differentiated pathology, and these tumors showed high levels

of YAP compared with normal adjacent epithelia (Fig. 2C, and
Supplementary Fig. S2A). Phosphorylation of YAP on Serine
127 (pS127-YAP) induces the cytoplasmic sequestration of
YAP (7, 30), and correlates with YAP degradation (10). This
post-translational modification was relatively low in the poorly
differentiated tumors (Fig. 2C), providing a potential explana-
tion for the observed elevated YAP protein levels. The other
six tumors we examined, which were characterized as moder-
ately differentiated, showed no differences in YAP or pS127-
YAP (Fig. 2C, and Supplementary Fig. S2B). Our data therefore
suggest that dysregulated hypophosphorylated YAP might con-
tribute to the distinct pathology of a subset of OSCCs.

YAP/TAZ promote tumorigenic phenotypes in OSCC cells
To gain further insight into the contributions of YAP to OSCC

development, we utilized available OSCC cell lines to carry out
functional assays following repressed or induced YAP activity.
We started by examining YAP and pS127-YAP levels in lysates
obtained from a panel of OSCC cell lines with different tumor-
igenic capacities: CAL27, SCC2, SCC9, SCC15, and SCC25 cells.
We found that YAP levels were highest in the SCC2, which are
cells that have aggressive metastatic properties in mouse xeno-
graft models (19). YAP in the SCC2 cells was also hypopho-
sphorylated on S127 as compared with the other cells (Fig. 3A).
The relative differences in pS127-YAP were reflected in the
compaction-induced sequestration of YAP into the cytoplasm
of these cells, an event associated with contact-mediated

Figure 2.
YAP and TAZ expression in OSCCs. One-way ANOVA analysis showing YAP
(A) or TAZ (B) expression with respect to TCGA OSCC tumor grade or stage
data. A pairwise t test analysis comparing datasets revealed no significant
expression changes. C, protein was extracted from poorly and moderately
differentiated tumors, and associated adjacent epithelium (AE), and
examined for YAP andpS127-YAP levels by immunoblotting. A representative
image of our results is shown. Ponceau-S staining of the proteins on the
immunoblotted membrane is shown as a loading control. Quantitation of the
relative phospho-S127-YAP to total YAP is also shown.

Figure 3.
Elevated levels of nuclear YAP are found in aggressive OSCC cells. A, a panel
of oral cancer cell lines was examined by immunoblotting for endogenous
YAP, phospho-S127-YAP, and GAPDH (loading control). Quantification of
phospho-S127-YAP to total YAP is shown. B, oral cancer cell lines were
examined by immunofluorescence for endogenous YAP localization at both
low and high density.
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proliferation arrest (ref. 31; Fig. 3B). In particular, nuclear YAP
levels in the SCC2 cells were not altered in response to cell
compaction (Fig. 3B). Thus, our observations suggest that in-
creased hypophosphorylated nuclear YAP may relate to the
aggressive behavior of SCC2 cells.

Prior studies have indicated important roles for YAP and TAZ
in the control of cell proliferation and survival (2). To test
YAP activity in OSCC cells we decided to use the SCC2 and
CAL27 cells as models for high and low nuclear YAP activity,
respectively. First, SCC2 cells were transfected with siRNA to
deplete YAP levels and, because TAZ might have complimen-
tary roles, we also depleted TAZ or both YAP/TAZ levels
(Fig. 4A). Analyses of cell numbers over time indicated that
the knockdown of YAP, TAZ, or both YAP/TAZ decreased the

ability of SCC2 cells to proliferate, with YAP knockdown
affecting the cells more than TAZ knockdown, but YAP/TAZ
knockdown having the most pronounced effect (Fig. 4B).
Examination of SCC2 cells that were depleted of YAP/TAZ also
revealed that these cells had increased caspase-3 and 7 (3/7)
activity (Fig. 4C), suggesting that these cells were undergoing
increased apoptosis. Furthermore, knockdown of either YAP
or TAZ decreased the ability of SCC2 cells to migrate in wound
closure scratch assays, with knockdown of both YAP and TAZ
almost completely halting cell migration (Fig. 4D).

We next examined whether induced nuclear YAP and TAZ
activity could drive protumorigenic behavior in nonmetastatic
CAL27 cells. For these studies, CAL27 cells were engineered to
express, in a doxycycline-inducible manner, the nuclear-localized

Figure 4.
YAP/TAZ promote OSCC cell
proliferation, survival, and migration.
A, SCC2 cells were transfected with
control siRNA (siCTL) or siRNA
targetingTAZ (siTAZ), YAP (siYAP), or
YAP and TAZ (siYAP/TAZ), and
lysates obtained from these cells were
examined by immunoblotting with the
indicated antibodies. B, SCC2
knockdown cells were counted over
6 days to measure their proliferative
capacity. Cells from three experiments
were counted and the average (þSE)
for each day is shown. C, SCC2
knockdown cells were examined for
caspase-3 and 7 activity using a
Caspase-Glo 3/7 assay. The average
(þS.E.) of three experiments is shown.
D, Confluent monolayers of SCC2
knockdown cells were wounded and
examined for their ability to migrate
after 12 hours. Representative images
are shown and the average wound
healing (þSE) of three experiments is
indicated. E, doxycycline-inducible
CAL27 control cells, or cells expressing
3�FLAG-YAP(5SA) or 3xFLAG-YAP
(5SA/S94A) were lysed and examined
by immunoblotting with the indicated
antibodies. F, CAL27-expressing cells
were counted over 14 days to measure
their proliferative capacity. Cells from
three experiments were counted and
the average (þS.E.) for each day is
shown. G, CAL27-expressing cells
were examined for caspase-3 and 7
activity using aCaspase-Glo 3/7 assay.
The average (þSE) of three
experiments is shown. H, confluent
monolayers of CAL27 expressing cells
were wounded and examined for their
ability to migrate after 24 hours.
Representative images are shown and
the average wound healing (þSE) of
three experiments is indicated. All
statisticswere calculated compared to
the control sample using an unpaired
Student t test and are represented as
��, P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001.
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YAP-5SA mutant (S61A, S109A, S127A, S164A, S397A), or
YAP-5SA/S94A, which has an additional mutation that disrupts
binding to the TEAD transcription factors (refs. 4, 31; Fig. 4E).
In contrast to YAP/TAZ depletion in SCC2 cells, ectopic expres-
sion of YAP-5SA increased the ability of CAL27 cells to proliferate
(Fig. 4F). YAP-induced proliferation relied on TEAD binding, as
expression of the YAP-5SA/S94A mutant failed to increase pro-
liferation (Fig. 4F). Expression of YAP-5SA, but not YAP-5SA/
S94A, also reduced caspase-3/7 activity in the CAL27 cells
(Fig. 4G), suggesting that nuclear YAP-TEAD–driven transcription
induces prosurvival signals. Moreover, YAP-5SA, but not YAP-
5SA/S94A, increased the ability of CAL27 cells to migrate
(Fig. 4H). Taken together, our observations indicate that nuclear
YAP and TAZ promote the proliferation, survival, and migration
of OSCC cell lines in vitro, and suggest that the increased nuclear
YAP observed in OSCC is an important contributing factor to
disease progression.

To test whether YAP and TAZ drive protumorigenic proper-
ties in OSCC cells in vivo, we knocked down YAP or YAP/TAZ in
SCC2 cells and used them in tongue orthotopic xenograft
tumor experiments in immunocompromised mice. We used
SCC2 cells because they exhibit high nuclear YAP levels and
have metastatic potential (19). To easily track tumor develop-
ment and metastasis, we generated SCC2 cells expressing
dsRED (SCC2-dsRED) and then engineered them to express
control shRNA (shCTL), shRNA targeting YAP (shYAP), or
shRNA targeting both YAP and TAZ (shYAP/TAZ). We chose
not to knock down TAZ alone in these experiments given the
less robust effects observed in our in vitro experiments. Stable

knockdown was confirmed in these cells by immunoblotting
(Fig. 5A), and the cells were then injected into the tongue of
mice (Fig. 5B). Primary tumor growth was monitored with
caliper measurements and also by IVIS imaging to locate
dsRED-expressing cells. We found that YAP or YAP/TAZ knock-
down decreased primary tumor volume, with YAP/TAZ sup-
pressing tumor growth more dramatically (Fig. 5B and C).
Imaging after 22 days revealed abundant SCC2 cell metastasis,
which was reduced with YAP knockdown, and almost comp-
letely ablated with YAP/TAZ knockdown (Fig. 5C). Thus, our
mouse experiments indicated that YAP and TAZ have important
roles in OSCC tumor growth and metastasis, suggesting that
dysregulated nuclear YAP in oral tissues is relevant for OSCC
onset and progression.

YAP/TAZ promote a transcriptional program that is associated
with human OSCC progression

Our in vitro and in vivo studies suggested that the transcrip-
tional activity of YAP and TAZ influence protumorigenic events
in OSCC cells. We therefore set out to understand YAP/TAZ-
regulated transcription by using microarrays to compare the
global expression profiles of SCC2 cells transfected with either
control siRNA or siRNA targeting TAZ, YAP, or both YAP/TAZ.
Hierarchical clustering of the top 3,000 genes with the highest
MAD showed that the expression profiles from replicate sam-
ples clearly clustered next to each other. Notably, the expression
profiles from the control cells and the TAZ-depleted cells
clustered similarly, whereas those from cells depleted of YAP
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Figure 5.
YAP/TAZ are required for OSCC tumor growth and metastasis in vivo. A, SCC2-dsRED cells stably expressing control shRNA (shCTL), shRNA targeting YAP
(shYAP), or shRNA targeting YAP and TAZ (shY/T) were lysed and examined by immunoblotting for the indicated proteins. B, SCC2-dsRED cells were
injected into the tongue of nude mice and primary tumor volume was determined by caliper measurements at day 10, 15, 18, and 20. C, SCC2-dsRED
cells contributing to tumor formation and metastasis were visualized by IVIS fluorescent imaging at day 22 and representative images are shown.
Total radiant efficiency of cells in the primary tumor and cells that metastasized throughout the animal body were quantitated and are shown as the
average (þSE; n¼ 3 for vehicle control, n¼ 9 for shRNA-expressing cells). Statistics comparing primary tumor size or metastasis of the knockdown cells to the
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or YAP/TAZ had similar expression profiles (Fig. 6A). Thus, YAP
appears to have more prominent transcriptional role in SCC2
cells compared with TAZ, which was supported by our func-
tional experiments shown in Fig. 4. Next, we carried out differ-
ential analyses of the control siRNA-treated samples versus
the knockdown samples. For each treatment, we identified the
signatures of up- (repressed) and downregulated (activated)
genes with adjusted P value �0.05 and fold change �2. The
number of genes included in each signature is summarized
in Fig. 6A, and they are listed in Supplementary Table S4.

To gain insight into whether the YAP- and TAZ-regulated gene
expression signatures relate to OSCC onset and/or progression
we used the following two methods to make comparisons with
gene expression data generated by TCGA: (i) we tested for gene
enrichment in tumor grade or stage data using Gene Set Enrich-
ment Analysis (GSEA); and (ii) we used Adaptive Signature
Selection and InteGratioN (ASSIGN) to capture the coordinat-
ed coexpression of YAP/TAZ targets reflecting the correspond-

ing regulators' activity. Our GSEA analysis revealed a significant
enrichment (nominal P values �0.05) for genes activated by
YAP or YAP/TAZ (i.e., decreasing in our microarrays with
knockdown) when compared with genes with elevated expres-
sion in tumor versus adjacent epithelium (Fig. 6B and Supple-
mentary Fig. S3A). Enrichment of the YAP- and YAP/TAZ-
regulated gene expression signature was preserved with elevated
tumor grade (Fig. 6B) and tumor stage (Fig. 6C), even when
comparing aggressive stage IV OSCCs to earlier stages (Fig. 6C
and Supplementary Fig. S3B), suggesting that in addition to
events necessary for tumor onset, YAP/TAZ activities also con-
trol processes required for late stage OSCC progression. Similar
data were obtained from our ASSIGN analyses, which showed
a significant upward trend of the YAP/TAZ activity score as a
function of an increasing tumor grade and stage (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S4A and S4B). Together these data indicate that a subset
of genes dysregulated in human OSCCs is associated with
aberrant YAP/TAZ activity.
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Figure 6.
YAP/TAZ-regulated transcriptional events correlate with OSCC tumor grade and stage. A, microarrays were performed from samples isolated from SCC2 cells
transiently transfected with control siRNA (siCTL) or siRNA targeting TAZ (siTAZ), YAP (siYAP), or YAP and TAZ (siYAP/TAZ). Hierarchical clustering
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The YAP/TAZ-regulated gene expression signature included
canonical YAP/TAZ targets, such as CTGF or CYR61. However,
no significant change in the expression of these genes was
observed with respect to tumor onset, tumor grade, or tumor
stage (Supplementary Fig. S5A and S5B), suggesting that the
roles of YAP/TAZ in OSCCs extend beyond what has been
characterized in other contexts. To better understand the cues
regulated by YAP/TAZ in OSCC, we clustered our identified
gene expression signature with TCGA-derived OSCC tumor
grade and stage expression changes. Clustering uncovered clear
segregation of adjacent epithelium (white marked columns in
Fig. 6D) and tumor samples (green marked columns in
Fig. 6D), and further revealed tumor-associated subclusters of
YAP/TAZ-regulated genes, the most prominent of which corre-
lated with genes induced in expression by YAP/TAZ (yellow
cluster in Fig. 6D). A more focused cluster analysis of only

these activated genes revealed two major subgroups, which we
termed Cluster A and Cluster B (Fig. 6E, outlined in Supple-
mentary Table S5). Annotation of these gene clusters by path-
way hyperenrichment analysis yielded a strong enrichment of
cell cycle–related pathways in Cluster A (listed in Supplemen-
tary Table S6), all of which showed increased expression with
tumor grade or stage when examined in the TCGA datasets
(Supplementary Fig. S5C and S5D). Cluster B showed enrich-
ment for genes responding to signals mediated by AP1, Hippo,
TGFb, and WNT pathways (listed in Supplementary Table S6).
Notably, several transcription factors relevant to tumor pro-
gression were also altered in Cluster B, and included TEAD1,
TEAD4, ETS1, JUN, PBX3, RUNX2, and SOX9.

To validate whether the genes identified in Clusters A and B
were indeed regulated by YAP and TAZ, we examined the expres-
sion of subset of these genes by qPCR in SCC2 cells transfected

Figure 7.
YAP/TAZ regulate the transcription of genes important for cell cycle progression and survival. A, SCC2 cells were transiently transfected with control siRNA
(siCTL) or siRNA targeting TAZ (siTAZ), YAP (siYAP), or YAP and TAZ (siYAP/TAZ). Relative expression of genes indicated in the microarray analysis
was determined by qPCR. All data are relative to siCTL (dashed line) and are shown as the average of three experiments (þSE). Genes are grouped together
by function including knockdown efficiency (blue), cell cycle regulation (red), prosurvival (green), and transcription factors (purple). B, doxycycline-inducible
CAL27 control cells or cells expressing 3� FLAG-YAP(5SA) or 3� FLAG-YAP(5SA/S94A) were treated with doxycycline. Relative expression of genes
indicated in the microarray analysis was determined by qPCR. All data are relative to control cells (dashed line) and are shown as the average of
three experiments (þSE). Genes are grouped together by function including cell cycle regulation (red), prosurvival (green), and transcription factors
(purple). Statistics comparing to the control cells (dashed line) were calculated using an unpaired Student t test and are represented as � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01;
and ��� , P < 0.001. C, box plot of TEAD4 expression with respect to OSCC tumor grade and stage, showing TEAD4 expression is significantly induced
with OSCC tumor grade (one-way ANOVA; P ¼ 3.51 e�05) and stage (one-way ANOVA; P ¼ 0.0012). Pairwise t tests of expression between groups is also
shown, and represented as � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; and ��� , P < 0.001.
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with control siRNA or siRNA targeting TAZ, YAP, or both YAP/
TAZ, as well as in CAL27 cells that expressed (24 hours of ectopic
expression) the nuclear YAP-5SA mutant or the transcriptionally
defective YAP-5SA-S94A mutant. We initially focused on genes
critical for cell cycle progression (CCNE2, CDK2, CDC6, PCNA,
AURKA, PLK4), and prosurvival (BIRC5), both of which were
associated with Cluster A in Fig. 6B. We found that knockdown of
YAP/TAZ in SCC2 cells strikingly reduced the expression of all cell
cycle and survival genes found in Cluster A (Fig. 7A). YAP
knockdown also repressed the expression of these genes, some
of which mirrored YAP/TAZ knockdown, while others were less
affected, suggesting that TAZ redundantly regulates the expression
of some of these genes. TAZ knockdown alone, however, had
minor effects on the expression of almost all of these genes,
suggesting that YAP/TAZ redundancy may only be revealed upon
YAP deficiency in these cells. These same cell cycle and prosurvival
genes were significantly induced by YAP-5SA expression in CAL27
cells (Fig. 7B), but were not affected by the expression of the
transcriptionally defective YAP-5SA/S94Amutant, suggesting that
nuclear YAP-TEAD activity directly regulates the expression of
these genes. The transcription factors identified in Cluster B were
all downregulated following YAP/TAZ and YAP knockdown in
SCC2 cells (Fig. 7A). However, the expression of these genes was
largely unaffected following YAP-5SA expression in CAL27 cells,
suggesting that some of these genesmay not be direct YAP targets,
or that they require additional factors or signals present in more
progressed OSCCs for YAP-directed regulation. Interestingly,
the exception was the regulation of TEAD1 and TEAD4, as the
expression of both of these TEAD family members was increased
by YAP-5SA, but not by the YAP-5SA/S94Amutant, in CAL27 cells
(Fig. 7B). Furthermore, analysis of gene expression across tumor
grade using TCGA data showed that TEAD4 is induced in expres-
sion with tumor onset, and further increases with higher tumor
grade and stage (Fig. 7C). TEAD1 did not show the same trends
(Supplementary Fig. S5E). Thus, our data suggest that TEAD4may
function as a relevant YAP/TAZ target that initiates a protumori-
genic feed-forward cascade that contributes to the onset and
progression OSCC.

Discussion
This study provides evidence that the transcriptional regula-

tors YAP and TAZ have important roles in the onset and
progression of human OSCC. Notably, we have found that
YAP localization is dysregulated in regions predisposed to
OSCC onset, as increased nuclear YAP accumulation can be
detected in epithelial cells of hyperplastic and dysplastic tis-
sues. Thus, altered YAP localization correlates with the early
transformation of oral epithelial cells, suggesting that nuclear
YAP promotes their progression to a malignant state. Indeed,
knockdown of YAP in SCC2 cells inhibited the ability of these
cells to proliferate in vitro, and reduced the ability of these cells
to generate tongue tumors in vivo. YAP knockdown in CAL27
cells also inhibited cell proliferation and anchorage-indepen-
dent growth (28). Moreover, ectopic expression of a nuclear-
localized YAP mutant in CAL27 cells promoted cell prolifera-
tion, indicating that nuclear YAP is sufficient to drive cell
proliferation. Ectopic expression of nuclear-localized YAP also
increased the ability for CAL27 cells to promote wound closure
in vitro, and while we cannot rule out that these differences do
not relate to proliferative alterations, our observations suggest

that nuclear YAP activity is also sufficient to drive cell migra-
tion. Because of technical issues, we were unable to similarly
examine the localization of TAZ in human tissues, but given
that common regulatory signals control YAP and TAZ locali-
zation (8), and that TAZ plays an important role in other cancer
cells (20, 32), it is likely that dysregulated TAZ localization also
contributes to early OSCC development. Supporting this prem-
ise, we found that knockdown of both YAP and TAZ in SCC2
OSCC cells severely reduced their proliferation, induced proa-
poptotic cues, and halted their wound closure potential in vitro,
beyond the knockdown of either YAP or TAZ alone. In addition,
knockdown of both YAP and TAZ dramatically reduced primary
tumor growth in vivo, more so than YAP knockdown alone.
Thus, YAP and TAZ have redundant protumorigenic roles,
which may be the case for other malignancies in addition to
OSCC.

While our observations indicate accumulation of nuclear
YAP in tissues predisposed to form OSCC, how this dysregula-
tion arises is less clear. Interrogation of TCGA datasets showed
no indication of general increases in YAP (or TAZ) expression or
genomic alterations with OSCC onset, or altered expression
of core Hippo pathway components known to regulated
YAP/TAZ localization. Given the close association between
epithelial cell polarity cues and the control of YAP localization
(33, 34), and the observed epithelial polarity changes that
occur with OSCC onset (35), one possibility is that altered
epithelial polarity cues may contribute to the dysregulation of
YAP. Another unresolved question relates to why only subsets
of tumors exhibit abundant levels of YAP protein. Our analysis
showed that 4 of the 10 tumors (ranging from moderately to
poorly differentiated) that we examined had elevated YAP
levels. While the increased YAP levels in these distinct tumors
may result from amplified expression of YAP, as suggested by
prior studies (27, 29), they may also relate to alternative
mechanisms of posttranscriptional control of YAP stability
and localization. Phosphorylation of YAP on S127 was reduced
in tumors with elevated YAP, suggesting that defective Hippo
pathway signaling likely contributes to these aberrant YAP
levels. Notably, the tumors we identified with high YAP levels
were characterized as poorly differentiated, suggesting that YAP
may contribute to tumor progression. High YAP levels with
prominent nuclear localization were observed in the basal layer
of adjacent histopathologically normal epithelia, which is
similar to that observed in the basal progenitors of the epider-
mis (33), proximal lung epithelium (36, 37), and a range of
other epithelial stem cell populations throughout development
(8). Thus, nuclear YAP activity may facilitate the oral epithelial
progenitor state and possibly contribute to stem cell–like
properties observed in aggressive OSCCs.

The protumorigenic activity of YAP and TAZ rely on their
transcriptional properties (4, 38). Using global gene expression
analysis following the knockdown of YAP/TAZ in OSCC cells,
we have identified a transcriptional program that is regulated
by these factors. This YAP/TAZ expression signature correlates
with gene expression changes identified by TCGA in OSCC,
indicating that YAP/TAZ is broadly dysregulated with OSCC
onset. Strikingly, genes induced in expression by YAP/TAZ (i.e.,
genes repressed following YAP/TAZ knockdown) are signifi-
cantly associated with OSCC progression, as the expression
changes are maintained with advancing tumor grade and tumor
stage. This includes stage IV tumors, which have the lowest 5-
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year survival rates (39). Our data showing that YAP/TAZ may
promote OSCC cell migration and progression to a metastatic
state in mouse orthotopic tongue tumor models suggest that
YAP/TAZ participate in prometastatic events in OSCC, as is the
case in other malignancies (32, 38), but further work is required
to clarify this possibility.

Hierarchical clustering analysis of the YAP/TAZ-induced genes
with OSCC tumor grade and stage progression revealed two
clusters that suggest YAP/TAZ function in OSCC. One of these
clusters (Cluster A in our Fig. 6) was enriched for genes critical for
cell cycle progression, and likely explains the proproliferation
roles that YAP/TAZ play in OSCC cells. Genes regulated by the
ATR- and E2F- transcription factors are enriched in this cluster,
suggesting that YAP/TAZ may direct the activity of these tran-
scription factors to overcome cell cycle checkpoints. The second
cluster (Cluster B in our Fig. 6) was enriched for genes that
respond to cancer-related signaling pathways, such as those
regulated by TGFb and Wnt growth factors. Nuclear YAP and/or
TAZ synergize with TGFb-activated Smad transcription fac-
tors to promote protumorigenic events (40, 41), and thus, it is
likely that nuclear YAP/TAZ promote these signals in OSCC.
Similarly, nuclear YAP/TAZ facilitate Wnt-induced signals
(42, 43), which have key roles in the development of OSCC
(22). Wnt and TGFb signaling both promote epithelial–mesen-
chymal transition (EMT), which is a process implicated in the
induction of tumor-initiating properties (44). EMT-related
genes were enriched in the YAP/TAZ-regulated transcriptional
signature, as were gene targets of the stem cell–regulating tran-
scription factorOCT4. Thus, theYAP/TAZ-induced transcriptional
program may influence tumor-initiating properties that are asso-
ciated with aggressive OSCC. Additional transcription factors
implicated in cancer progression were also regulated by YAP/TAZ,
including SOX9, which has recently been described as a target
of YAP in esophageal cancers (45).Notably,members of the TEAD
family were induced by YAP/TAZ, and increased expression of
TEAD4was significantly elevated with increased OSCC grade and
stage. Thus, early increases in nuclear YAP/TAZ localization
may initiate a feed-forward mechanism that promotes the assem-
bly of YAP/TAZ-TEAD complexes. Given that binding to TEAD
transcription factors drives YAP/TAZ nuclear accumulation (46),
such a feed-forward mechanism may contribute to the elevated
nuclear YAP/TAZ observed with OSCC development.

Taken together, our observations indicate that YAP/TAZ are
important factors contributing to OSCC biology. Our data high-
light the importance of examining changes beyond single gene
expression, mutation, and/or genomic alterations that correlate
with cancer tissues, as our focused analysis of the YAP/TAZ-

regulated signature identifies and connects tumor-associated
expression changes that may be otherwise overlooked. Given that
YAP/TAZ are dysregulated early in the onset of OSCC, further
understanding the YAP/TAZ-regulated transcriptional events and
linking them to other cancer-related signaling networks may offer
new insight into OSCC. Moreover, given the emergence of small
molecules that target YAP/TAZ activity, novel therapeutic
approaches may evolve that can hopefully reduce this devastating
disease.
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